The solicitation is hereby amended to reflect the changes in optional CLIN descriptions and method for price evaluation of the optional CLINs as described on the next page.
Changes to Section B - Supplies or Services and Prices/Costs

Change the description for the following CLINs to read as follows:

0003AA, 0006AA, 0009AA, 0012AA, and 0015AA * Optional Dark Fiber. For location B, move the primary or secondary redundant path fiber, depending upon your dark fiber proposal, from the 400 Dulany Street manhole (MHOE) to the 600 Dulany Street Manhole (MHOA). If a redundant path was proposed, maintain diversity between the paths. MHOA may not be available until after August 2003.

0003AB, 0006AB, 0009AB, 0012AB, 0015AB *Optional Managed Lambda. For location B, move the primary or secondary redundant path fiber, depending upon your Managed Lambda proposal, from the 400 Delaney Street Manhole to the 600 Delaney Street Manhole. If a redundant path was proposed, maintain diversity between the paths. Move the CPE equipment from 400 Dulany Street temporary data center to 600 Dulany Street permanent data center. MHOA may not be available until after August 2003.

0004AA, 0007AA, 0010AA, 0013AA, and 0016AA * Optional Dark Fiber. For location A, move or extend the fiber at 2121 Crystal Drive to another location within 0.5 miles. If a redundant path was proposed, maintain diversity between the paths. The identification of the other location may be later than August 2003.

0004AB, 0007AB, 0010AB, 0013AB, 0016AB * Optional Managed Lambda. For location A, move or extend the fiber at 2121 Crystal Drive to another location within 0.5 miles. If a redundant path was proposed, maintain diversity between the paths. Move the CPE equipment from 2121 Crystal Drive to the new location with 0.5 miles. The identification of the other location may be later than August 2003.

Amendment to Section M - Evaluation Factors for Award. Add the following note at the bottom of 52.212-2 regarding the evaluation of options.

Since the Government will probably only exercise the optional CLINs once (if at all), for purposes of price evaluation the Government will use the average of the proposed prices for the each of the optional CLINs as follows:

Depending on offered solution -
Average of CLINs 0003AA, 0006AA, 0009AA, 0012AA, and 0015AA if proposing a Dark Fiber solution
Or CLINs 0003AB, 0006AB, 0009AB, 0012AB, 0015AB if proposing a Managed Lambda solution

And

Average of CLINs 0004AA, 0007AA, 0010AA, 0013AA, and 0016AA if proposing a Dark Fiber solution
Or CLINs 0004AB, 0007AB, 0010AB, 0013AB, 0016AB if proposing a Managed Lambda solution